
Digital Image Editing

Task Cards
How many can you complete in five 

minutes?



Adjust Exposure

How can you adjust the exposure 

of a photo you are taking with just 

a swipe (iOS 8.3 only!)

(Hint: Fun things are on tap!)



Self Timer

Where can you access the self-timer 

to get a great group selfie that 

includes you?

(Hint: Time is the key!)



Auto Correct 

Auto correct an image in your camera roll.

(Hint:  Correcting and editing are very 

similar.)



Crop

Take a selfie (or use a portrait you already 

have.)  Crop the image to show only your 

face.

(Hint:  Corners are always handy when 

editing images.)



Straighten an Image

Take a “crooked” photo.  Use the editing 

feature in the Photos app to straighten it 

out.

(Hint:  How many degrees do you need?)



Filters

Apply the “Process” filter to your cropped 

face image.

(Hint:  Wouldn’t it be more fun to be green 

and seeing “spots” on the deck of a cruise 

ship?)



Do it Yourself

Apply manual corrections to an image to 

adjust brightness or color.  

(Hint:  Look for the dot to find the original.  

If you make a mess, revert to original is 

always an option.)



Third Party Tricks

You may have some apps installed that 

will allow image corrections, too.  Try 

using Awesome Screenshot to blur part of 

an image – face or logo that should not be 

seen.

(Hint: …usually means more options are 

hiding.)



Rule of Thirds

Scan to learn more 

about the “Rule of 

Thirds” for taking 

great photo images.

(Hint: Turn on that 

camera grid.)



Photo Editor App (Free)

Explore the Photo Editor app to see other 

options for enhancing images.

(Hint:  Great way to add text to an image!)



Rotate a Video

Someone hold the iPad the wrong way 

and ended up with a sideways or upside-

down video?  There’s an app to correct 

that!  How do you prevent it?

(Hint:  The Home button is important!)



All finished?

Explore some of the 

following possibilities!

App downloads required.



Stop Motion

KomaKoma is an easy app for creating 

stop motion videos.

Free app!



Reverse a Video

Some things just need to be repeated –

sometimes forward and backward!

Try the Reverser Cam app to run a video 

backward.

$.99, but watch for it on Apps Gone Free



Video Clips 

Need to show just a small section of a 

YouTube video?

freemake.com has some software that 

might help.

You will need a work order to get this

downloaded at school.



Royalty Free Images

• Here are a few good websites to use:

– http://www.pics4learning.com/

– http://www.calisphere.universityofcalifornia.edu/

– http://www.gettyimages.com/

– http://schools.iclipart.com/

http://www.pics4learning.com/
http://www.calisphere.universityofcalifornia.edu/
http://www.gettyimages.com/
http://schools.iclipart.com/

